MEETING OPENED: 7.00pm

APOLOGIES: Tania Myers, Lisa Ussher

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING:

Accepted: Melissa McInally Seconded: Wendy Gallagher

SCHOOL REPORT

As tabled.

SCHOOL WISH LIST

P & C to consider helping fund the building of a permanent sports shed for the school (purpose built) as well as installing a PA System and a flag pole.

Plan is to have a rough idea for the sports shed by the next P & C so that budgeting can be started and to get fund raising organised.

CANTEEN REPORT

Terry brought in the new menu with the introduction of a new item being fruit salad, and mentioned that she has received a few new volunteers.

Also she has had a great response so far with her pre order menu for Thursday junior school canteen day while the school swimming carnival is on, 24 orders first day.

TREASURERS REPORT

As tabled.

It was decided to reinvest the term deposit.

Moved: Melissa McInally Seconded: Wendy Gallagher

Additionally - It was discussed that the P&C contributions be organised to go out in the end of first term with payment options for up front payment or space it out over the three remaining terms.

With regards to contributions we need to discuss how the money will be brought in if we can do it through the school credit card and EFTPOS facility.

UNIFORM REPORT

Wendy mentioned that she had sold out of two lots of orders already this year. In the first two weeks $6,648 was banked and there are bills of $2,616.90 which will leave $4,063.90 in the bank.

Requests have already been received for the year six shirts and Wendy is going to work with the teachers so that hopefully the shirts can be ready by the end of the term.

Wendy mentioned that the microfiber jackets are still in stock however the children don’t seem to wear them. There was discussion about maybe offering them for discount and trying to get rid of them. There was mentioned to order a sample of the tracksuit pants for winter so that we could have a look at them.
MOTHER'S DAY STALL

Melissa brought in catalogues to show the stock that was available for the Mother’s Day stall. It was agreed that Melissa could order and that she would do so on her credit card and then we would reimburse her straight away so that we would get the discount and Melissa could get the stock that she wants.

MOVED: Kirsty Schwartz          SECONDED: Wendy Gallagher

BINGO

It was mentioned that we are down to nine volunteers and that the teams are on every three weeks. We desperately need volunteers, it was noted that a request for volunteers form went out with the last newsletter and we will have to wait and see if there is any response.

GENERAL BUSINESS

School assembly

The issue was raised if we could move the time of assembly to enable parking out the front of school. It was decided that it could be considered.

Aboriginal Flag

It was mentioned that we need an aboriginal flag for the school and that it was becoming a priority. Our indigenous population is now up to 28 students.

AGENDA ITEMS FOR NEXT MEETING

- NADOC (late June) week preparations - discussion about having a community committee
- Mother’s Day Stall

Meeting closed: 9.20pm

Next meeting: - Monday 11 March 2013